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Maria Sanchez reads a lesson in Spanish.

ft are Auxiliary Bishop John E. McCafferty, Bishop Howard Hubbard
rchbishop Jean Jadot, the Apostolic Delegate, and Auxiliary Bishop

:hange Street porch of the
r Memorial, under the
tection of anxious atlants. One of the latter
; holding his kalimafchi, a
brimless, flat-black hat.
de the inverted hat, resting
a pleated turquoise satin
ig, was the gorgeous gold,
weled pectoral cross that
her Kissal had worn
ing the Mass.
Jp and down the steps
pie floated, in and out of
reception, toward the
ir Corners, toward the
ige across the specially
ined and temporarily
lired street. Father Joseph
x>, long gone from the city,
up from Nunda, looking
nd declaring himself quite
py with country life,
jgh not with everything in
rural scene. Father
hael Cqnboy came along,
he was delighted with
;ca Falls and his first
orate. He used to be
top Hogan's secretary.

Flotillas of buses drew up in
the street — city buses and
over-the-road vehicles that
had brought in many of the
10,000.
Some people who didn't
have to worry about hurrying
home assembled meanwhile in
the back room of a neighborhood restaurant. ' They

were 17 relatives of Bishop
Clark, presided over by Aunt
Margaret Bills. Thirty-seven
of them from Waterford and
Troy had hired a bus to make
the trip together.

Episcopalian, but that he
often went to Mass because he
liked it. He said that it hid
taken him 45 minutes to reach
Bishop Clark, that he told the
bishop so, and wished himia
successful, long reign.

Television cameras follow the line of prelates from the installation.

"Then the bishop, said,"
Bracey reported, "he hoped
his reign would last longer
than my 45 minutes in line."

Back down at the reception,
the 18,000 cookies baked in
kitchens all over the diocese
were, holding up under a
continuous onslaught. The
crowd milling around the
bishop was not noticably
diminished.
Outside, a middle-aged man
named Bill Bracey remarked
that he had not seen so many
clergymen in all his life. He
said that he was an

3ark greets Rev. Margrethe B.J. Brown, executive
r of the Genesee Valley Presbytery.
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Bishop Clark greets well-wishers at the reception following his installa

